MARANELLO KART

SOME TOUGH LUCK PREVENTED MARANELLO KART TO GET THE
WIN AT THE TROFEO DELLE INDUSTRIE
Rosati was involved in an incident, due also to the heavy rain, while Federer kicked off to a good
start, but was then slowed down by a spin and ended the Final in P6 after a good comeback
race. La Martina, Fetzer and Bernardotto obtained good results, as Rieberer in OKJ.

The heavy rain fallen in
Lonato during the 48th
edition of the Trofeo delle
Industrie did not bring good
luck to Maranello Kart’s
drivers that have been
competing in KZ2 with team
SG
Race
Maranello
Factory
and
SRP
Maranello Factory Team.
Among the least lucky,
Fabrizio
Rosati
was
involved in an incident that
forced SG Race’s driver to
an early retirement from the
Prefinal and also to a visit
to the medical center due to
the intense pain to his wrist. Initially, it seemed to be a serious injury, due to the violence of the

incident, but the diagnosis
was eventually of a big
sprain. Rosati (to whom we
send our warmest wishes
for a prompt recovery)
should be able to be on a
kart again after a ten days
rest.
Fabian Federer of SRP
was also pretty unlucky. He
was the quickest in free
practice on the dry but then
put in a good qualifying
also on the wet posting the
third time and in the heats
when he earned P2. In the
Prefinal Federer had a spin
that prevented him from
getting a good result. Federer
completed a great comeback
Final ending sixth anyway.
Vincenzo La Martina managed
to qualify for the Final claiming
P25 after running a good Second
Chance race. The other two SRP
Maranello
Factory
Team’s
drivers Dennis Fetzer (who won
the second chance race) and
Enrico Bernardotto ended
respectively 27th and 32nd.
Boris Buffoli just missed the
qualification for the Final, as he
came 10th in the second chance
race. The Austrian
Paul
Rieberer was 24th in the OK-Junior Final.
Complete results are available at trofeodelleindustrie.it and southgardakarting.it
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In the pictures: 1) Fabian Federer (125), 2) Fabrizio Rosati (151); 3) Enrico Bernardotto (126); 4)
Vincenzo La Martina (117).

